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Title: Sleep Tight
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
We Are Fuzzy
Publisher:
We Are Fuzzy
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: AMD FX-4350, 4.2 GHz / Intel Core i5-2300, 2.80 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD HD 7870, 2 GB / NVIDIA GTX 660, 2 GB

Storage: 2 GB available space
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It's a very simple game, I watched a stream and was sold. It's a fun shooter. I played enough time (8 hrs so far) that I think it was
worth it.. This game is not worth the cost of admision. It feel like free to play game for your phone that some one though they
could make a quick buck off of and charged you an arm and a leg. there is no story no beasieary giving you infomation on the
creatures and the tower defence is laghable at most and easy to exploit. after the first ten minutes there is no sence of
acomplishment once you realize how the npc function and spawn. if you are still intrested in this game after this review then
wait for a content update and a price drop or you will feel as bad as me for waisting 15 buck. Very enjoyable tower defense with
a cute theme. Handles nicely, I saw the demo at PAX east - it has only gotten better since.. Don't write reviews but figured I'd
put my two cents in on this game... Due to family and life I dont have the time I used to in regards to heavy gaming.. This game
fits the casual gamer perfectly as it is easy to play and deep enough for the hardcore gamers.. reminds me of the old school
games like galaga and centipede with a Monsters Inc feel to it. If other MMO or FPS games irritate you this game is a great
substitute to just calm down and game out.. I recommend this game if your into building a fort, upgrading your fort, and
defeating waves of monsters. Controller support is a little more difficult to aim with. I wouldnt say it hindered my gameplay that
much. anyways great game. Had me interested the entire time. I survived to wave 23. Heres my gameplay.

 https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=tFOkTnDBY8k
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I wish i had a room this big as a kid. Games a 10\/10.. A wonderful little game! Relatively lightweight install, fun characters,
lighthearted take on tower defense. I like the large number of unlockable characters (each of whom has their own strengths and
some of whom SIGNIFICANTLY change gameplay) and the large collection of upgrade options that let you experiment with a
huge range of play strategies. I've put two or three hours into it and consider it WELL worth the $15 price tag; I'm having a lot
of fun and I'm only three characters in.

A couple notes:
--There IS (some) saving in the game- you can pause an ongoing run, close the game, and return to it later. What you can't do is
return to an older run (you can't have more than one active run at a time, and starting a new game removes an existing save.)
Progress in a run is dynamic, by which I mean the only save point is the last one. Each save overwrites the previous one.
--If playing the game on keyboard\/mouse, the controls take a little getting used to (although that might just be my unfamiliarity
with top-down FPS games).
--Many of the cahracters unlock only after you pass certain milestones in a single run, but not all of them! Some (to my relief!)
unlock after cumulaive, multi-run milestones.

The only thing I miss is an offline "High Scores" list; I'd love to be able to compare my runs to each other over time, not just to
the whole community's scores.

All told, I'm happy with this game and I'm looking forward to seeing more titles by the developer. If you're uncertain whether
this game is for you, I would definitely recommend looking up streaming videos; I know the Loading Ready Run
crew did a streamed ~six hour playthrough on opening night (which is what prompted me to buy the game) and there are
probably others by now.

Happy gaming!. They are Billions meets monsters inc.

Played for the nostalgia stayed for the strats.

What a great little defense game. bravo. very polished. easy to pickup hard to master . Im not really a twin stick shooter person
but the shooting is fun. Ive mostly been turret and base building and saving ammo. I plan on doing more hybrid runs in future.
The economic strategies ive found very interesting and adds to the depth of the gameplay for me. Ive been trying to master the
10% interest on stars ability but its difficult. You have to nueter your defenses to try to get the most interest and you end up
walking a fine line where you could be great one night and dead the next. I havent even tried many of the other characters yet.
Mostly trying to get an S grade on Joe.. Its a good game but the are a bad thing....IT DOES NOT SAVE....i've made it to the 20
level and i wanted to exit the game because i got bored...i lost all of my progress and now i have to start again...this is the only
bad thing about this game for me. https:\/\/youtu.be\/OiyaMAlurFM

Very nice and interesting tower defense game. Good design and full of fun. A very fun and enjoyable game that blends elements
from other games to create something that is unique in the tower defense genre. If you are looking to wind down after a long
day then this is a great game to do that with. It is fun but you do not have to over exert yourelf mentally. The game does need to
be polished in one or two spots but overall it is worth the price and worth your time so sit back and enjoy!
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